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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters

1: Assembly screw, M4 or M5
2: Machined flat surface
3: Grounding nuts
4: Dented washer and saddle

5: Grounding stud M4 or M5
6: Rotation ring
7: Dented washer
8: Silicone waterproof gasket

9: Anti-creep groove
10: Fitting
11: Machined flat surface
12: Unlosable gasket groove

13: Metric or BSPP thread
14: Large chamfer
15: Centering embossing
16: Unlosable gasket

17: Enclosure

Design:
- Fittings for incorporation by immersion heater manufacturers
- Fit the full range of immersion heater enclosures
- Compact size and short length result in reduced weight ( save + / -30% compared to double thread fittings)
- The fitting thread lengths allow throw wall mounting with fiber gasket and nut on wall of 6 mm thickness (9 mm for 2” and above) or on threaded socket
with gasket
- Allows a 360° rotation of enclosure when mounted with their rotation ring
Range: complete, covering all usual diameters from 1 1/4” to M77x2
Threads:
- Threads machined after forging according to:
- ISO965-1 and 2 for metric threads
- ISO228-1 (Pipe threads without sealing in the thread) for thread called “Gas Thread”, also known as BSPP.
- Thread clearance for captive gasket
- Large chamfer facilitating correct assembly
- Large machined gasket seat
Manufacturing process:
Hot forged, followed by lathe machining.
This technique allows a limited machining and reduces material losses, significantly improves the mechanical properties and provides a good surface without
porosity.
Assembly on enclosures:
- Through a hole in the enclosure. The enclosure is sandwiched between the fitting and a stamped inner ring. Bumps in the ring provide self-centering.
This stamped ring costs only 10% of the conventional threaded inner rings.
On 2”, M77x2 and 2 ½” diameters, the drilling diameter is identical to models using a threaded ring. Therefore, no special drill diameter is needed.
Gasket between fitting and enclosure:
- 4 x 2 mm section, 50 Shore silicone gasket with anti-creep rib, absorbs flatness differences, and remains in place during tightening.
- Guaranteed IP65 ingress protection up to 200 ° C between fitting and enclosure, provided it has a flat bottom without asperities.
Grounding (earthing):
The grounding terminal does not impinge on the surface used for the heating elements brazing, allowing the larger diameter heating elements tubes and
larger bending radius, and room for a center pocket tube. See general design of the grounding hereunder.
Fitting gasket:
Three models of captive gaskets can cover all applications
- Non-asbestos fiber gasket, thickness 2 mm
- NBR O-ring, dia. 4 mm
- Flat PTFE gasket, thickness 2 mm
Inner stamped ring:
- The outside diameter less than or equal to the threaded rings allows to replace them without footprint problem.
- Its large inner diameter does not reduce the passage for heating elements
- The clamping with 3 BTR screws at 120° ensures a good pressure distribution and an excellent mechanical strength. These screw positions increase the
clearances between the screw heads and live parts of the heating elements (If respecting the most favorable angle when drilling heating element holes)
- The recessed hexagonal hole screw heads allow easy and stable entry of hex wrench when adjusting angular position (M4 screw up to 2 “above M5)
- Ring made of stainless steel for better durability
- Unalterable stamped earthing logo
Brazed joint:
Wall thickness of 4 mm to ensure sufficient length of solder to minimize capillary leakage and provide good vibration resistance
Fitting clamping: 8mm wide hex part for easy passage of wrench
Pressure resistance: 2 MPa (Fitting undrilled and without heating elements). The minimum wall thickness meets the Schedule 10S specs.
Brazing and hard soldering ability:
Common brass alloys used for hot forging have a 2 to 3% lead content. This high percentage of lead weakens the brass when heated to high temperatures (as
it happens in “Hard soldering” and brazing) and also makes them unsuitable for oxy-acetylene welding.
The alloy used for these connections has a low lead content, which improves its brazing ability.
Options:
- Hole drilling and chamfering for heaters according to customer drawing (MOQ apply)
- Customizing or customer references marking (MOQ apply)
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Immersion heaters brass fittings
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
Brass raw material

GB/T5231-2001
designation

Nearest equivalences

Specific
gravity

HB hardness

Tensile strength Rp0,2 (Mpa)

Extension %

H59Pb1

CuZn39-Pb2 (Afnor-51-104)
CuZn37-Pb0.5, (Din 17760)
C37000 (ASTM)
CW617N (EN12165)

8.4

80-120

350

15-30%

Composition
Cu
57~60%

Fe
≤ 0.5%

Pb
0.08-1.9%

Ni
≤1 %

Zn
surplus

Impurities total
≤1%

Brass Rohs compliance

According to the Directive 2011/65/ dated June 8, 2011 (Rohs), copper alloys are allowed to have a maximum of 4% by weight of lead as an alloying element.
(Provisions of Article 4 and paragraph 1 of Annex II, limit value set by 6c of Annex III)

Earthing (grounding) provisions, Stainless steel and brass models

Earthing (Grounding) continuity. EN60335-1 requirements)
The design of the grounding connections was scheduled to meet all the points of this standard, and to ensure a grounding line, including in boxes with
plastic. It complies in particular with the following specifications (extracted from the standard) and our solutions
27.1 Accessible metal parts of class I appliances that may become live in the event of an insulation fault, shall be permanently and reliably connected to
an earthing terminal within the appliance
Solution: fittings have a built-in earth terminal
27.2 The clamping means of earthing terminals shall be adequately secured against accidental loosening.
It shall not be possible to loosen the conductors without the aid of a tool.
Solution: earthing is made by nuts needing a wrench to screw and unscrew, and have dented washers
27.4 All parts of the earthing terminal intended for the connection of external conductors shall be such that there is no risk of corrosion resulting from
contact between these parts and the copper of the earthing conductor or any other metal in contact with these parts.
Solution: The earthing terminal is made of nickel-plated brass or stainless steel that does not corrode with brass fitting and stainless steel
28.1 Earth connections which failures may provide a lack of earthing continuity shall withstand the mechanical stresses occurring in normal use.
Screws used for connections providing earthing continuity shall screw into metal.
Solution: The earth terminals withstand more than one and a half times the nominal torque required by the standards and are screwed into a threads
made of brass or steel fittings
28.2 Connections providing earthing continuity shall be constructed so that contact pressure is not transmitted through insulating material that is liable
to shrink or to distort
- Thread-cutting (self-tapping) screws shall not be used if they are likely to be operated by the user or installer.
- At least two screws must be used for each connection providing earthing continuity unless the screw forms a thread having a length of at least half the
diameter of the screw
Solution:
- The earth terminals are provided that even if they are used with a plastic housing, tightening the earth connection has no plastic or elastomeric gasket
interposed.
- No self-tapping screw used for earthing
- When the earthing is made by a screw in a thread, the length thereof is always greater than the value given by the standard
28.4 Screws and nuts that make a mechanical connection between different parts of the appliance shall be secured against loosening if they also make
connections providing earthing continuity.
- Sealing compound that softens on heating provides satisfactory security only for screw connections not subject to torsion in normal use.
Solution: The ground terminals are blocked by dented lock washers. No thread sealing compound used
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
Main products (Brass)
Orientable fittings

Reference

1"1/2

9BBRA3000ELH022A

Reference

M45x2

Reference

2"

9BBRA3000ELH001A

Reference

2"1/2

Reference

9BBRA3000ELH005A

9BBRA3000ELH143A

M77x2

9BBRA3000ELH141A

Reference

9BBRA3000ELH002A

Traditional double threads fittings
1"1/4

Reference

1"1/2

9BBRA1000ELH222A

Reference

M45x2

Reference

2"

9BBRA1000ELH224A

Reference

2"1/2

Reference

202

9BBRA1000ELH223A

9BBRA3000ELH219A

M77x2

9BBRA1000ELH225A

Reference

9BBRA1000ELH226A
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
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Immersion heater stainless steel fittings

Set for brazing

Set for TIG welding

Brazing assembly description

1: Assembly screw, M4
2: Heating element terminals
3: Grounding nuts
4: Dented washer
5: Grounding stud M4

6: Dented washer
7: Silicone waterproof gasket
8: Hexagonal top plate
9: Brace
10: Fitting with machined sealing surface

11: Thread with gasket groove
12: Pocket extension
13: Bottom plate
14: Heating element brazing
15: Pocket tube

16: Rotation ring with centering bossings
17: Enclosure
18: Unlosable fitting gasket

TIG welding assembly description

1: Assembly screw, M4
2: Heating elements terminals
3: Grounding nuts
4: Dented washer
5: Grounding stud M4

6: Rotation ring
7: Dented washer
8: Silicone waterproof gasket
9: Hexagonal top plate
10: Brace

11: Fitting with machined sealing surface
12: Ceramic spacer
13: Pocket extension
14: Thread with gasket groove
15: Standard ceramic insulator

E-Mail: info@ultimheat.com Web: www.ultimheat.com

16: Bottom plate
17: Pocket tube
18: Centering bossings
19: Enclosure
20: Unlosable fitting gasket
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters

Stainless steel raw material
Designation

Nearest equivalences
SUS304L (JIL)
X2CrNi1811 1.4306 (DIN)
Z3CN18-10 (NF)
02Cr18Ni11 (GB)
S30403 (ASTM)
SUS316L (JIL)
X2CrNiMo17132 1.4404 (DIN)
Z3CND17-12-02 (NF)
02Cr17Ni12Mo2 (GB)
S31603 (ASTM)

Aisi 304L

Aisi 316L

Composition
SUS 304L
SUS 316L

C
≤ 0.03%
≤ 0.03%

Si
≤1.00%
≤1.00%

Mn
≤2%
≤2%

Specific
gravity
(g/cm3)

HRB hardness

Tensile
Strength, Stress, N/mm2

Elongation, %

7.93

<92

>485

>40

7.98

<95

>485

>40

P
≤0.045%
≤0.045%

S
≤0.030%
≤0.030%

Stainless steel Rohs compliance

Ni
9.00-13.00%
16.00-18.00%

Cr
18.00-20.00%
12.00-15.00%

Mo
2.00-3.00%

According to the Directive 2011/65/ dated June 8, 2011 (Rohs), stainless steel alloys are allowed to have a maximum of 0.1% by weight of lead,
lead, mercury, hexavalent chromium, PBB (Polybrominated biphenyls), PBDE (Polybrominated Diphenyl Ethers) and 0.01% of Cadmium in weight.
(Provisions of Article 4 and paragraph 1 of Annex II)
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Immersion heater stainless steel fittings

Design:
- Fittings for incorporation by immersion heater manufacturers
- Designed to make 100% stainless steel immersion heaters, TIG welded, without brazed joints at a price similar to brazed brass fittings
- Exist in TIG version (unassembled) or brazed joint version (assembled)
- Fit the full range of immersion heater enclosures
- Compact size and short length result in reduced weight (Save + / -70% compared to plain stainless steel fittings)
- The fittings thread length allows throw wall mounting with fiber gasket and nut on wall of 6 mm thickness or on threaded socket with flat gasket
- Allows a 360° rotation of enclosure when mounted with their rotation ring
Range: BSPP1”1/2 and M45x2
- Threads rolled according to:
- ISO965-1 and 2 for metric threads
- ISO228-1 (Pipe threads without sealing in the thread) for thread called “Gas Thread”, also known as BSPP.
- Thread clearance for captive gasket
- Large chamfer facilitating correct assembly
- Large machined gasket seat
Manufacturing process:
Deep stamping, followed by threads rolling.
This technique allows a very limited machining, without material losses, and provides a good surface without porosity.
Assembly on enclosures:
- Through a hole in the enclosure. The enclosure is sandwiched between the fitting and a stamped inner ring. Bumps in the ring provide self-centering. This
stamped ring costs only 10% of the conventional threaded inner rings.
Gasket between fitting and enclosure:
- The 3 mm thickness, ribbed, 50 Shore silicone gasket, absorbs flatness differences, and remains in place during tightening.
- Guaranteed IP65 ingress protection up to 200 ° C between fitting and enclosure, provided it has a flat bottom without asperities.
Grounding (earthing):
The grounding terminal does not impinge on the surface used for the heating element brazing, allowing the larger diameter heating element tubes and
larger bending radius, and room for a center pocket tube. See general design of the grounding hereunder.
Heating element terminal numbering:
Heating element terminal numbers are stamped on the hexagonal top bracket.
Fitting gasket:
Three models of captive gaskets can cover all applications
- Non-asbestos fiber gasket, thickness 2 mm
- NBR O-ring, dia. 4 mm
- Flat PTFE gasket, thickness 2 mm
Inner stamped ring:
- The outside diameter less than or equal to the threaded rings allows to replace them without footprint problem.
- Its large inner diameter does not reduce the passage for heating elements
- The clamping with 3 BTR screws at 120° ensures a good pressure distribution and an excellent mechanical strength. These screw positions increase the
clearances between the screw heads and live parts of the heating elements (If respecting the most favorable angle when drilling heating elements holes)
- The M4 recessed hexagonal hole screw heads allow easy and stable entry of hex wrench when adjusting angular position
- Ring made of stainless steel for better durability
- Unalterable stamped earthing logo
Fitting clamping: 9 mm wide hex part, 54 mm on flat for easy passage of wrench
Pressure resistance: 2 MPa (Fitting undrilled and without heating elements). Minimum wall thickness 1.2 mm
Fitting material:
Aisi 304L or Aisi316L stainless steel
Options:
- Special position or diameter of holes for heaters according to customer drawing (MOQ apply)
- Customizing or customer references marking (MOQ apply)

Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
Assembly process of stainless steel fittings on heating elements
(TIG welding)
1

Because of permanent improvement of our products, drawings, descriptions, features used on these data sheets are for guidance only and can be modified without prior advice

Make heating elements with
extended terminals

5

Assemble ceramic spacers

2

3

4

TIG butt weld heating elements on Fill with resin, and put usual ceramic Proceed to TIG weld of washer on
the washer. Pocket must be welded
insulators
fitting frame
first. (Welding lines are figured in
(Att.: for correct welding position,
black)
tentatively put hexagonal plate and
ceramic spacers )

6

Assemble hexagonal plate and spacer
ring on heating element outputs

7

TIG weld of hexagonal plate at the
same level than the fitting frame
edge

8

Fit terminals with nuts and washers
and screw the grounding terminal

Assembly process of stainless steel fittings on heating elements
(Brazed)
1

2

Make heating elements as usual

Insert heating element tubes in the bottom plate
holes, until they protrudes from hexagonal plate
of the insulation distance requested by standards

4

5

Fill with resin or elastomere and put usual
ceramic insulators

Clean the brazing areas

3

Proceed to brazing of heating elements on the
bottom
(Brazing lines shown in brown)

6

Fit terminals with nuts and washers and screw
the grounding terminal
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
Main stainless steel fittings

Heating element holes qty and dia. (A) mm
Hole distances (B) mm
Hexagonal top plate holes dia (C) mm

2 x 6.5
26.5
9

4 x 6.5
26.5
9

6 x 6.5
26.5
9

2x8
26.5
9

4x8
26.5
9

6x8
26.5
9

2 x 10
25
11

4 x 10
25
11

References of 1”1/2 fitting unassembled stainless steel parts NOT including ceramic spacers and not the earthing terminal*

304L

304L
Hexagonal top plate for Hexagonal top plate for
2x dia.10 or 4x dia.10
2x, 4x, 6x dia 6.5 and
Silicone grommet to
fittings
8mm fittings
close unused hole(s) on
(always has 4 holes dia (always has 6 holes dia
hexagonal top plate
11mm )
9mm+ pocket extension)
9BBAE1000ELH011A
9BBSI10AEELH011A
9BBJO1000ELH208A

304L

304L

316L

Extension ring

Fitting frame

Fitting frame

9BBAE1000ELH012A

9BBRA1000ELH130A

9BBRA1000ELH221A

Bottom plate
With
pocket
hole
2x6.5
304L
316L
Without
pocket
hole

4x6.5

6x6.5

4x8

6x8

9BBVR1000ELH611A 9BBVR1000ELH612A 9BBVR1000ELH613A 9BBVR1000ELH614A 9BBVR1000ELH615A 9BBVR1000ELH616A

2x6.5
4x6.5
6x6.5
304L 9BBVR1000ELH421A 9BBVR1000ELH422A 9BBVR1000ELH423A
316L 9BBVR1000ELH621A 9BBVR1000ELH622A 9BBVR1000ELH623A
In red: usually stored references
* Ceramic spacers and earthing terminals: see accessories
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2x8

9BBVR1000ELH411A 9BBVR1000ELH412A 9BBVR1000ELH413A 9BBVR1000ELH414A 9BBVR1000ELH415A 9BBVR1000ELH416A

2x8

4x8

6x8

2x10

4x10

9BBVR1000ELH424A 9BBVR1000ELH425A 9BBVR1000ELH426A 9BBVR1000ELH427A 9BBVR1000ELH428A
9BBVR1000ELH624A 9BBVR1000ELH625A 9BBVR1000ELH626A 9BBVR1000ELH627A 9BBVR1000ELH628A
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1”1/2 for TIG welding

Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
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1”1/2 Stainless steel set for brazing

References of welded stainless steel parts set, NOT including earthing terminal*
Heating
Hexagonal
element
Hole plate holes
holes distances Dia. (C)
Dia. (A) (B) mm
mm
mm
2 x 6.5

26.5

9

4 x 6.5

26.5

9

6 x 6.5

26.5

9

2x8

26.5

9

4x8

26.5

9

6x8

26.5

9

2 x 10

25

11

4 x 10

25

11

Sans trou de doigt de gant
304L
316L

Avec trou de doigt de gant pour tube dia. 8mm
304L
316L

1”1/2

M45x2

1”1/2

M45x2

1”1/2

M45x2

1”1/2

M45x2

9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A
9BBRASI10ELHD11A

9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A
9BBRASI10ELHD21A

9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A
9BBRASI10ELHD31A

9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A
9BBRASI10ELHD41A

9BBRASI10ELHD51A
9BBRASI10ELHD51A
9BBRASI10ELHD51A
9BBRASI10ELHD51A
9BBRASI10ELHD51A
9BBRASI10ELHD51A

9BBRASI10ELHD61A
9BBRASI10ELHD61A
9BBRASI10ELHD61A
9BBRASI10ELHD61A
9BBRASI10ELHD61A
9BBRASI10ELHD61A

9BBRASI10ELHD71A
9BBRASI10ELHD71A
9BBRASI10ELHD71A
9BBRASI10ELHD71A
9BBRASI10ELHD71A
9BBRASI10ELHD71A

9BBRASI10ELHD81A
9BBRASI10ELHD81A
9BBRASI10ELHD81A
9BBRASI10ELHD81A
9BBRASI10ELHD81A
9BBRASI10ELHD81A

In red: standard references usually stored.
* grounding terminals: see accessories
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
Accessories
316 Stainless steel nut*

Size On flat
Reference
1"1/4
50
9BBRA3000ELH032A
1"1/2
52
9BBRA3000ELH006A
M45x2 52
9BBRA3000ELH049A
2"
65
9BBRA3000ELH048A
2"1/2
85
9BBRA3000ELH142A
M77x2 85
9BBRA3000ELH050A
* 316 made on order only

Size On flat
1"1/4
50
1"1/2
52
M45x2 52
2"
65
2"1/2
85
M77x2 85

Reference
9BBRA3000ELH202A
9BBRA3000ELH203A
9BBRA3000ELH205A
9BBRA3000ELH204A
9BBRA3000ELH214A
9BBRA3000ELH206A

Brass nut thickness 8mm

Size On flat
1"1/4
50
1"1/2
52
M45x2 52
2"
65
2"1/2
85
M77x2 85

Reference
9BBRA3000ELH302A
9BBRA3000ELH303A
9BBRA3000ELH305A
9BBRA3000ELH304A
9BBRA3000ELH314A
9BBRA3000ELH306A

304L* fitting for tank. Can be brazed or welded

1"1/4

1"1/2

M45x2

2"

2"1/2

M77x2

* Made on order only. Can also be made in 316L
Fiber gasket (Without abestos) 2 mm thickness

Size
Dia. (OD, ID)
1"1/4
40x62
1"1/2-M45x2
44x62
2"
58x76
2"1/2-M77x2
74x95
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Fitting gaskets

O-ring NBR gasket dia 4 mm, 70 shore A

Reference
Size
Dia. (OD, ID)
9BRJ03000ELH052A
1"1/4
40x62
9BRJ03000ELH007A 1"1/2-M45x2
44x62
9BRJ03000ELH028A
2"
58x76
9BRJ03000ELH030A 2"1/2-M77x2
74x95

PTFE gasket 2 mm thickness

Reference
Size
Dia. (OD, ID)
9BRJ03000ELH206A
1"1/4
40x48
9BRJ03000ELH205A 1"1/2-M45x2
44x52
9BRJ03000ELH203A
2"
58x66
9BRJ03000ELH201A 2"1/2-M77x2
74x82
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Reference
9BRJ03000ELH032A
9BRJ03000ELH033A
9BRJ03000ELH034A
9BRJ03000ELH036A
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Fitting nuts

304 Stainless steel nut

Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters
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For dia. 50mm drill
(1”1/4, 1”½, M45x2)

Reference

Fitting to enclosure gaskets (Silicone, 60 Shore A)

9BRJO1000ELH204A

For dia. 60mm drill (2”)

Reference

For dia. 50mm drill
(1”1/4, 1”1/2, M45x2)
Brass and stainless steel fittings

Reference

9BRJO1000ELH202A

Reference

Rotation rings

For dia. 50mm drill and 1”1/2 or
M45 stainless steel fitting

9BRJO1000ELH200A

Reference

9BBVR1000ELH006A

Ground terminals (earthing terminals)

M4 terminal, including nickel plated screw, one M4 screw one saddle
and 2 x dented washers in stainless steel. For use with 1”1/2 and M45
stainless steel fittings and 1”1/4, 1”1/2, M45, 2” brass fittings
Reference
9BBSI10COELH010A

Reference

9BRJO1000ELH207A

9BBVR1000ELH007A

M5 terminal, including nickel plated screw one M4 screw one saddle
and 2 x dented washers in stainless steel. For use with 1”1/2 and M45
stainless steel fittings and 1”1/4, 1”1/2, M45, 2” brass fittings
Reference
9BBSI10COELH011A

Ceramic spacers

For M3.5 terminal and dia. 6.5 or
8 mm heating element

Reference

For dia. 77mm drill
(2”1/2 and M77x2)

For dia. 60mm drill (2”)

9BBVR1000ELH005A

For M3 terminal and dia. 6.5 or
8 mm heating element

For dia. 77mm drill
(2”1/2 and M77x2)

For M4 terminal and dia. 6.5 or
8 mm heating element

Reference 9BRST3000ELH023A
Reference 9BRST3000ELH024A
Reference
Internal diameter must be selected to fit the heating element terminal output diameter

9BRST3000ELH025A
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For M4 terminal and dia. 10 mm
heating element

Reference

9BRST3000ELH026A
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Fittings and threaded accessories for immersion heaters

Tip: TIG welded conical shrinking, leak test made at 100%
Diameter: 8 x 7 mm, compatible with stainless steel fittings
Special length or other diameter: On request ( MOQ apply)
Option: can be factory welded on bottom plates of stainless steel fittings. References on request.
Raw
material
304L
316L

210

Full length (L)
Dia. (D)
100 mm
200 mm
300 mm
400 mm
500 mm
600 mm
mm
8x7
66DI000805010000 66DI000805020000 66DI000805030000 66DI000805040000 66DI000805050000 66DI000805060000
8x7
66DG000805010000 66DG000805020000 66DG000805030000 66DG000805040000 66DG000805050000 66DG000805060000
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One end closed SUS 304L or 316L pocket tubes

Many other temperature control componentsmade by Ultimheat are used in
appliances, commercial and industrial applications

Single pole and 3 poles bulb and
capillary thermostats (Catalogue N°1)

Single pole, double pole and
3 polesFail safe manual reset
thermostats(Catalogue N°1)

Surface temperature control bimetal
thermostats (Catalogue N°1)

3 poles manual reset disc
thermostats(Catalogue N°1)

Energyregulators (Catalogue N°1)

Industrial temperature control boxes,
with thermostats or electronic
controllers (Catalogue N°3)

Simple to use Din Rail electronic
temperature controllers (Catalogue N°3)

Electronic temperature controllers,
On-Off or PID (Catalogue N°3)

Explosion proof thermostats and “e”
increased safety connection boxes
(Catalogue N°4)
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